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14 Claims. 

My present invention relates to slabs of the, 
precast type where the body thereof is made of 
set cementitious material of which gypsum with 
or without ?llers and admixtures is'but one ex 

5 ample. 
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The present invention is an improvement on 
the precastslab shown in the patent to Davis, 
NO. 1,854,396. 
In that patent there is disclosed a precast sla 

which ‘is now known to the trade as gypsum 
lumber or plank having a body of gypsum, op 
posite edges of the body being surfaced with 
metal members substantially complementary to‘ 

As shown in that patent, one of 
I these members is provided with a tongue and the 
other member with a groove. When two con 
tiguous slabs are erected together with their 
metal covered edges adjacent, the tongue mates 
with the groove and forms a, very substantial ‘con 
struction, with all of the attendant advantages 

each other. 

recited in that patent. 
While a gypsum plank constructed according 

to the teachings of the Davis patent has come 
into wide use'in the trade, there has been a de 
cided need for a product for constructions not 
required to carry the loads made possible by 
complementary. or mating metal elements but 
where due to the comparatively great length of 
said slabs as compared to their thickness, some 
kind of reinforcing means is required to prevent 
cracking during handlinggor ?exing after erec 
tion. The primary object of this invention, there 
fore, is to provide a metal edged precast slab of 
the gypsum lumber type which will have a requi 
site strength in excess of'that of a similar slab 
unedged with metal, and which can be made at 
less cost than a slab having metal on opposite 
edges, and which can be handled in great lengths 
without cracking or undue ?exing. 
To this end the invention contemplates a pre 

cast slab of lumber dimensions having one of 
two opposite edges provided with a metal element, 
said metal member having either receiving and/or 
receivable parts, the opposite edge of‘ the slab 
being unsurfaced with metal and having a shape 
complementary to that of the metal covered edge. 
In such a construction, where two slabs are erect 
ed together with their complementary edges ad 
jacent, the unsurfaced metal edge mates or in 
ter-engages with the metal covered edge to form 
a secure interlock therebetween, and due to the 
shape, dimensions or arrangement of the metal 
on the metal covered. edge, such a construction 
is capable oi‘ developing strength and sustaining 
loads inexcess of slabs not so treated. . 

(Cl. 72-438) 
Where desired, the unsurfaced edge of the slab 

may be reinforced by rods, mesh, straps or the 
like embedded or partially embedded therein. 
The invention further consists in the novel ar 

rangement, combination and construction of 5 
parts more fully hereinafter described and shown 
in the accompanying drawings. 
In the drawings- . 
Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a slab construct 

ed according to this invention. 
Fig. 2 is a sectional elevation of the joint be 

tween two slabs made according to the' showing 
of Fig. 1. ' - ‘ 

Fig. 3 is a sectional view of a modi?ed form of 
slab showing the method of inter-engaging two 15 
of such slabs. , ' 

Fig. v4. is a sectional view showing a modi?ed 
form of joint. ‘ 

Fig. 5 is a sectional view showing a modi?ed 
form of joint. ' } 

Fig. 6 is a sectional view showing a modi?ed 
form of joint. _ 

Fig.‘ 7 is a sectional view showing a modi?ed 
form of joint. 
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Fig. 8 is a sectional view showing a modi?ed 25. 
form‘ of joint. ‘ ' 

v Fig. 9' is a sectional view showing a modi?ed 
form of joint. , 

Fig. 10 is a sectional view showing a modi?ed 
form of joint. 

Fig. 11 is a sectional view showing a modi?ed 
form of joint. . 

Referring now with particularity to the draw 
ings and to the embodiment shown in Fig.- 1, 
the slab body of gypsum or the like either with 35 
or without admixtures and ?llers, is illustrated 
at l. Mechanically bonded to one longitudinal 
edge of the body I is a metal element indicated 
generally at 2 having a vertical web and top and 
bottom ?anges 3 and 4 respectively, the ends of 40 
said flanges being returned into the body I as 
by angular bendsi. These bends insure that the 
metal element will be e?ectively bonded to the 
body without relying entirely upon any adher 
ence that might be secured between the 'face of 45 
the metal and the material of which the body I 
is made. , _ 

The opposite edge of the slab of Fig. 1 is sub 
stantially complementary to the metal covered 
edge in that it is formed into a tongue 6 which 50 
is substantially the thickness of the slab body 
and this tongue is adapted to be received be 
tween the ?anges 3 and l of a neighboring slab 
which has been ‘edged with metal as in. the left 
hand edge of the slab of- Fig. 1. Such a mating 55 
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joint is shown in Fig. 2, in which the slab A has 
a metal covered edge and the slab B a comple-' 
mentary edge uncovered with metal, the' two 
edges matingly engaging each other in an inter 
locking joint. Where .desired, the uncovered 
edge may be reinforced as by means of rods or 
the like ‘I. 
In the form shown in Figs. 1 and 2, a particu— 

larly substantial construction is illustrated ‘in 
that the metal member 2 forms in itself an I 
beam and as such may develop great strength 

. even though the metal of which the element is 

15 

made is of a comparatively light gauge. For 
most purposes an 18 or 20 gauge metal has been 
found to be of ample strength. - The fact that 
but a single edge is covered withmetal, neces 
sarily decreases the initial cost of manufacture 

- of such a slab and yet this type of lumber is 

20 
' ceilings, partitions, furring or even in ‘such cir- ‘ 
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applicable to many circumstances where light 
loads are desired, as for instance in roofs, floors, 

cumstanc'es as sheathing where no load at all is 
to be sustained but the interlock is desirable 
from the standpoint of alignment. Obviously a 
gypsum slab in extreme lengths with small thick 
ness, cannot be readily handled without breaking 
as there is so little inherent strength in gypsum. 
Even when reinforced as by rods, mesh or the 
like, this handling di?iculty is not entirely over 
come unless a reinforcement which will structur 
ally resist the bending tendency is used. Such 
resistance is secured by the use of shapes of this 
invention. - 

In Fig. 3 there is illustrated a tongued and 
grooved joint where the~tongue 8 in the slab B is 
less than the thickness of the slab as is the case 
in Fig. 1. 'The slab A is provided with a sub 
stantially complementarily shaped m'etal mem 
ber having a groove 9 to receive the tongue 8. 
In such circumstances it is desirable that the 
surfaces“) and H of the tongue be inclined with 
regard to each other, to engage vsubstantially 
similarly inclined surfaces I2 and i3 on the 
metal member 9 as this servesv to wedge the parts 
together and prevents slippage under load. 
Where desired, a reinforcing mesh I 4 may be 

placed in the slab and extended into the tongue 8. 
This has been found to be desirable in most in 
stances because gypsum is a comparatively frag 
ile material and unless reinforced, a tongue, par 
ticularly where it is of comparatively small thick 
ness, has a tendency to fracture. For this rea 
son, the tongue 8 is made of substantial thick 
ness, for instance, -a thickness at the base greater 
than one-half of the thickness of the slab. 
In Fig. 4 the web of the metal member attached 

to slab A takes the form of ‘an ellipse and the 
uncovered edge of slab B similarly shaped to ?t. 
It is likewise ‘provided with a reinforcement ‘I. 
While the web 2 of the metal element in this 
?gure is not arranged in such a position as to 
give maximum strength, such for instance as is 
true in the arrangement of Fig.2, yet, however, 
for light loads it will be found to be- eminently 
satisfactory because of the inherent stiffness in 
the metal. It is particularly suitable for parti 
tion work, where practically no load is borne, as 
the rounded end of slab B minimizes breakage 
and chipping, and yet the mating joint insures 
perfect alignment. 

Figs. 5, 6 and 7 show'forms of metal members 
slightly modi?ed from that of Fig. 1 in that addi 
tional tongues are provided between the top and 
bottom ?anges. In Fig. 5 the tongue l5 has 
parallel walls and a rounded end l6 which assists . 

2,021,922 
in inter-engaging the tongue and the correspond 
ing groove in the slab B in a tight joint whether 
completely mated or not. Reinforcing rods 1 on 
each side of the groove in slab B materially 
strengthen these parts and tend to prevent frac- 5 
ture. 
In Fig. 6 the tongue l5 of slab A is wedge 

shaped in con?guration. This forms a most e?i-' 
cient construction, particularly in view of the fact _ 
that the interruption'in the ver'ticalweb is so 10 
slight and coincidesso nearly with its neutral 
axis as to be in effect av continuous and uninter 
rupted web. The con?guration of this metal 
member, therefore, has the practical strength of 
the metal member of Figs. 1 and 2, while at the 15 
same‘ time giving an additional interlocking effect 
not present in the former ?gures. A mesh l4 may 
be extended into the'unsurfaced edge of the slab, 
which lies on each side of the tongue receiving 
groove. 20 
In Fig. 7 a short, stubbyltongue I5 is shown as - 

a modi?ed form. ‘ 

In FigsJB, .9 and 10, modi?cations are illus 
trated in which the metal element on the slab A 
does not overlap the unsurfaced edge of the slab 25 
B on both faces thereof, but only on a single face. 
The effect of an overlap on both edges is accom 
plished, however, by providing the tongues l5 as 
shown in Figs. 5, 6 and 7. The elimination of 
one overlapping-?ange on the metal member has 30‘ 
the effect of decreasing the initial cost of the slab. 
While some strength has been sacri?ced, yet this 

. is of no particular moment in many cases as the 
primary object of the inventionis to supply the 
need of a metal edged slab stronger than a slab 35' 
not so edged and which is adapted to take light 
loads. . ' 

Fig. 11 shows both overlapping ?anges omitted. 
This construction is desirable where the slabs are 
to be eventually covered with plaster or other 40 
decorative material such as paint or the like. As 
the metal flanges 3 and 4 are entirely embedded 
in the gypsum body, there is no difference in 
suction between adjacent areas as would be the 
case were plaster or paint applied over the metal 45 
and adjacent plaster areas of Fig. 10 for instance. 
This is a decided advantage. The’?anges 3 and 
4 being expanded, the plaster body forms an in 
tegral mass through such apertures and insures 
an e?icient bond between the metal and the slab 50 
body. 

Obviously the tongues of Figs. 5, 6, '7, .8, 9 or 10 
may be used in the manner shown in Fig.-11 or 
the ,?anges 3 and 4 of Figs. 1 to 10 inclusive ex 
tended into the body of the material as shown in 55 
Fig. 11 instead of being ?ush with the slab faces. 

I claim: 4 _ 

. 1. A precast slab having a set cementitious body, 
a metallic member bonded to one edge thereof, 
said member having either receiving or receivable 60 
parts, the opposite edge of said slab‘ body being 
unsurfaced with metal and having a shape com 
plementary to that of the said metallic member. 

2. A building construction including two con 
tiguous slabs each having a set cementitious body 05 
with their edge portions adjacent, one of said 
slabs having a metallic member bonded to one 
of its body edges, said metallicwmember having 
either receiving or receivable parts, the other con 
tiguous ‘slab edge being unsurfaced with metal 70 
and matingly engaging the metallic member of 
the ?rst slab. ' 

v3. A precast slab having av set cementitious 
body, a metallic member bonded to one edge 
thereof, said member having a groove, the op- ‘I5 
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posite edge portion of said body being unsur 
faced with metal and having a tongue comple 
mentary to the groove in the metallic member. 

4. The slab of claim 3 in which the body tongue 
is substantially the thickness of the slab. 

5. The slab of claim 3 in which the metal mem 
ber is in eifect an I beam having an uninter 
rupted vertical web. - 

6. A precast slab having a body of set cemen 
titious material, one edge only of said body hav 
ing bonded thereto a metallic ‘member having ‘a 
vertical web, a ?ange at one end 01' the web pro 
jecting on one side thereof only, and another 
flange projecting on each side thereof. j 

7. The slab of claim 6 inwhich the oppo 
site body edge is unsurfaced with metal and is 
provided with a cutaway portion complementary 
to a portion'of the ?ange which projects on each 
side of the .web of the metal member. 

8. A precast slab having a set cementitious body, 
a metallic member bonded to one edge thereof, 
said member having a tongue, the opposite edge 
portion of said body being unsurfaced with metal 
and having a groove complementary to the tongue 
in the' metallic member. 

9. The slab of claim 1 in which the metal mem 
ber is in effect. an I beam. -' 

10. The slab 0! claim 3 in which the tongue and 
groove are each segments of an ellipse. 

11. The slab of claim 3 in which the metallic 

3 
member has a parallel walled tongue projecting 
from a- vertical web. 

12. The slab of claim 3 in which the metallic 
member has a tapered tongue projecting from a 
vertical web. , 5 

13. A precast slab having a set cementitious 
body, a metal member bonded to one edge of said 
body having a vertical web and a ?ange at each 
end of said web, said lower ?ange including a 
portion of ‘double thickness projecting outwardly 10 
beyond ‘the slab body, the opposite edge of the 
slab body being unsurfaced with metal and hav 

' ing a cutaway portion substantially correspond 
ing in extentwith the double thickness ?ange of 
the metal member. 15 

14.‘A precast slab having a set cementitious 
body, a metal member bonded to one edge only 
of said body, said member having a vertical web 
of less extent than the body thickness and an 
intermediate outwardly projecting vtongue having 20 
substantially parallel top and bottom surfaces, 
and ?anges at each end of the vertical web ex 
tending into the slab body, said ?anges having 
perforations therein, with the slab body integrally 
extending therethrough, the opposite edge of the 25 
slab being unsurtaoed with metal and having a 
groove substantially complementary to said me 
tallic tongue. I 

ROBERT H. PECK. 
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